HISTORY OF PERU, INDIANA WATER UTILITY
The history of the water utilities in Peru, Indiana began in the 1870’s. Information on the
beginning was published in a volume called History of Miami County Indiana, A
Narrative Account of Its Historical Progress, Its People and Its Principal Interests, the
volume was edited by Mr. Arthur L. Bodurhta. This volume was published by The Lewis
Publishing Company, Chicago and New York, 1914. An excerpt from the book is as
follows:
The proposition to establish a municipal water works system for the city of Peru
first came before the council in 1871. At that time public sentiment was against
the undertaking and no action was taken. On March 7, 1873, Governor
Hendricks approved an act authoring cities to issue bonds for the purpose of
building water works and the question was agitated for a time in Peru, but again
no definite action was taken on the matter. In 1875, Shirk, Dukes & Company
came forward with a proposal to build and equip a water works system adequate
to the demands of the city under a franchise, but council declined to grant the
franchise and once more the subject was dropped without any results having been
obtained.
In July, 1877, a special election was held to ascertain the sentiment of the voters
with regard to the construction of water works, those in favor to vote a ballot
declaring “For Water Works” and those opposed a ballot “Against Water
Works” Upon canvassing the returns it was found that the proposition had
carried by a vote of almost two to one and on April 10, 1878, another was passed
providing for an issue of bonds amounting to $110,000, due in twenty years, with
interest at the rate of eight per cent per annum. The bonds were sold at a slight
discount, but soon afterward went to par and later to a premium.
As soon as the proceeds for the bond sale were available the council took the
necessary steps for the construction of the plant. Contracts for different portions
of the works were let in October, 1878 and in May 1879, they were completed. A
substantial brick pump house was erected on the corner of Wayne and Canal
streets, in the eastern part of the city, where two pumping engines run by steam
were installed, the daily capacity of the pumps being about 2,500,000 gallons.
The reservoir was built on the south side of the Wabash river, on an elevation of
sufficient height to supply a gravity pressure capable of forcing six streams of
water to a height of from sixty to seventy-five feet. The cost of the original plant
was $109,549.93.
At first the water works were under the control of a committee of three members
of the city council, but in 1881 the state legislature passed an act providing that
water works owned by a municipality should be controlled by a board of three
trustees or directors elected by the people. The system prevailed until 1895, when
another state law placed such works under the control of the city council. The
actual management of the works is vested in a superintendent and an engineer.

For twenty years the water supply was taken from the Wabash river. On April 13,
1900, the council entered into a contract with Shaw-Kendall Engineering
Company, of Toledo, Ohio, to drill thirteen wells and install an air lift pumping
plant, with a capacity of not less than 2,200,000 gallons for each twenty-four
hours. The contract price of the new equipment was $35,300 and on July, 10
1900, the council authorized a loan of $15,000 to complete the payment for the
new works, which were placed in service early in 1902. Under the new system the
quality of water was greatly improved and the result was increased consumption.
The city now has over twenty miles of mains and a majority of people living along
these mains use city water. The revenue derived from the water works more than
pays the expense of operation and repairs, as may be seen from the statement of
city finances near the close of the chapter.
It is apparent that the citizens of Peru back in the early 1900’s were very proud of their
water works operations. Their efforts vastly improved their ability to have good, clean
water for consumption but also allowed the citizens of Peru to have fire protection for
their homes and businesses.
In an earlier volume titled History of Miami County Indiana, published by Brant &
Fuller, 1887 a few more details are given to the scope of work and results that occurred
when the water works was first constructed:
The pump house is situated on the river near the
east end of the city, corner Canal and Wayne
streets. The ground contains nearly three acres.
The building is brick, handsome and modern in
appearance. The pumping machinery consists of
two engines, run by steam, which have a combined
capacity of 2 ½ million gallons per day. The length
of pipes laid is nearly twelve miles. There are 101
hydrants. An important feature in the safety,
convenience and economy of the works is the
reservoir, situated on the south side of the Wabash
River on the hill, a little less than half a mile from
the pump house. Most fortunately the elevation of
this point, so convenient, is just what is needed to
provide the force found the best means for
effectiveness and economy, the reservoir being 93
feet above the pumps. Five streams from 50 to 75
feet in height can be thrown by reservoir pressure alone.

As time went by the need for further water treatment improvements became necessary.
The City of Peru utilized the facilities until 1932. The community took measures to
update the treatment processes as revisited in the October 1977 Report developed by
Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff (HNTB) titled City of Peru Indiana Master
Plan for Water Works an excerpt follows:
The City of Peru built the present water treatment facility in 1932. The engineer
on the job was Charles Brossman of Indianapolis and the job was contracted by
C.J. Burke of Peru and Burnip Construction Co. of Columbus, Ohio. In 1958
underdrains and media were installed in two additional filters that were built in
the original project but not equipped. An additional pump was installed for
delivering plant water to the distribution system at this same time.

Other work has been conducted at the water plant through the years to update and modify
the existing plant. This includes work done in 1982 when controls instrumentation and
valves were replaced. This also includes work done in 1992-93 to develop a new well
field northeast of town and additional improvements to the plant.
Additionally work has been done on an ongoing basis in recent years combining capital
projects and maintenance projects to keep the plant up to date and performing as
efficiently as possible. Some of this work includes:




#1,2,5 and 6 wells rebuilt
Replacement of 500 gpm pumps at booster stations with 1000 gpm pumps
Replacement of high service pumps in the facility with new high service pumps
operated with variable frequency drives.









Rebuild and replacement of filter media.
Replacement of chlorine feed equipment
SCADA control system
Northwest Corridor expansion with new tower, booster station and water lines.
North Industrial Park expansion with booster station and Tower
Line and booster station on Highway 19 South for use at Armour-Eckrich
Replacement of old two way fire hydrants with modern three way hydrants.

From 1879 to present Peru, Indiana, Peru Utilities has owned and operated water works
that have undergone transformations to keep it up to date and efficient. The current plant
in service is a gravity filter plant. It is designed to eliminate iron and manganese and
provide the citizens of Peru with clear, clean drinking water and excellent fire protection
services.
The water is tested on a regular basis for Bacteria, Nitrates, Inorganic Contaminants,
Volatile Organic Contaminants, Synthetic Organic Contaminants, Total Trihalomethanes,
Total Halo Acetic Acids, Radionuclides, Lead, Copper and Asbestos. Additionally Peru
has taken part in three unregulated contaminant studies in recent years.

The Teays River
As mentioned in the text above, the City of Peru at one time used surface water from the
Wabash River as a source of domestic water. However, from the text we also see that
there were issues with the water. Likely those issues were taste, smell and appearance.
The city decided upon a new course and drilled wells to get ground water. The city
started out with the original thirteen wells and through the years opened and abandoned
various wells. Peru Utilities now operates four wells. This is where a different story can
be told. Long before the history of Peru, Indiana and long before there was a Wabash
River there was ancient river valley; it is called the Teays River valley. It was a mighty
river that rivaled the great rivers of the world. Its story and fate is why Peru, Indiana has
an excellent source of water.
The New York Times published an article on November 29, 1983, written by Walter
Sullivan titled: A Great Lost River Gets Its Due. The article provides information
concerning the great river and the events that happened to alter history.
Following are portions of the article:
Geologists now believe that one of the great master rivers of world history once
flowed west from the eastern portion of the United States and was responsible for
much of the land and stream formation as far west as the Mississippi valley.
Its deep gorges and broad valleys, as well as remnants of its many tributaries,
now lie hidden under glacial deposits covering the region south of the Great
Lakes.

Not until recently has the existence of such a river – probably formed more than
two million years ago and almost certainly never seen by human eyes – finally
become accepted.
Yet early explorers of the Ohio River drainage basin did begin to note early on
that there was something very mysterious about its topography.
In 1838 a Dr. P. Hildreth wrote, in the first annual report of the Geological
Survey of Ohio, “Great changes have evidently been made in the direction of all
watercourses before they found their present levels.”
Typical of the evidence for such changes was the observation by Gerard Fowke in
1886 that the deep gorge west of Chillicothe, Ohio, could not have been formed
by the trickles of Paint Creek, its present occupant. It must, he said, have been
cut by a mighty river. His proposition, however, met with great disdain by the
conventional geologists of the time.
In 1903 William G. Tight of Denison University in Granville, Ohio, made a
similar observation in West Virginia: The deep valley running westward from
Charleston to the Ohio River, he said, carries no significant flow of water beyond
St. Albans, where the Kanawha River suddenly turns north. Professor Tight
sought in vain to persuade the geological community that this valley once carried
a mighty river that continued across Ohio, Indiana and Illinois through a valley
now deeply buried under glacial deposits. He called it the Teays River, for a
village in West Virginia.
Still the notion of such a river remained unpopular, but over the years it has been
slowly rolling toward acceptability. Now, as was manifest at last month’s
meeting of the Geological Society of America in Indianapolis, scientists believe
the evidence is overwhelming. One entire session of the conference was devoted
to tracing the course and complex history of the “new” American river – the
Teays.
The buried river and its surrounding landscape have now been charted by
recording the depths of bedrock of tens of thousands of water, oil, and gas wells
(Including those in and around Peru, Indiana). This procedure has revealed the
location of most of the main stream and tributaries, but there are still gaps.
Near Springfield, Ohio, for example, one of the buried tributaries seems to stop at
a wall of stone. No route around the wall has yet been found. Various improbable
explanations have been advanced, Dr. Richard Goldthwait of Ohio State
University points out, such as, for example, a passage through extensive
underground caverns.
An early clue to the Teay’s route across Illinois was uncovered in the 1880’s
when a coal company sank an exploratory shaft on the edge of Urbana. At a

depth of 125 feet, water began pouring into the excavation at such a stupendous
rate that the company soon renamed itself the Union Water Supply Company.
What finally killed the Teays River and gave birth to the Ohio River were the
repeated southward advances of mile-thick ice sheets. For a time the ice dammed
the Teays, forming what geologists call Lake Tight, whose silty deposits cover
much of Ohio.
After the ice reached its southern limit and began retreating, it unloaded its
burden of rock, gravel, sand, clay and silt leaving the landscape, including the
Teays valley, buried under hundreds of feet of glacial “drift.”
Torrents of water from the melting ice formed the Ohio River along what had
been the ice’s farthest southward advance.
The balance of Walter Sullivan’s article is available online.
Mr. Sullivan presents an interesting brief history of the ancient river and the valley that it
formed. Many people accepted the Teays River’s existence as fact prior to the
conference mentioned in the article. In Indiana Department of Conservation, Geological
Survey, Bulletin No. 8 published in 1955, titled: The Geology of Miami County, Indiana
written by William Thornbury and Harold L. Deane is a quote from a personal
communication (undated) provided by C.E. Smith, Manager of Peru Waterworks. He
discusses two wells that are in gravel. One can pump 1,500,000 gallons per day and the
other can pump 700,000 gallons per day. The last line states “The gravel wells tap a
buried aquifer in the Teays Valley.”
Peru is fortunate to be located near the Teays River Valley and benefits greatly from the
ability to draw drinking water from the aquifer. The following is a map of the Teays
River valley it also shows some of the events referenced in the article:

A closer look of how the Teays River Valley runs through Indiana shows the proximity to
Peru.

Understanding the history of the Waterworks in Peru, Indiana leads to a walk through
history that is up to 2 million years old. Who knew in the 1870’s that they were about to
embark on an incredible adventure. They were addressing a need for water that would
take them on a journey of discovery and ultimately assist in revealing a long forgotten
part of world history.

